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Abstract

Quantitative simulation of electronic structure of solids requires the treatment of local and non-local

electron correlations on an equal footing. Dynamical mean-field theory, a widely-used quantum embedding

algorithm that assumes local self-energy approximation, is challenging to extend to capture long-range elec-

tron correlation. In this work, we present a new formulation of Green’s function embedding that, instead of

embedding the impurity in non-interacting bath through the hybridization function, derives bath represen-

tation with general two-particle interactions in a fully ab initio and systematically improvable manner. The

resulting interacting-bath dynamical embedding theory (ibDET) simulates local and non-local self-energies

using high-level quantum chemistry solvers, such as the coupled-cluster theory. We demonstrate that ibDET

combined with the GW theory (GW+ibDET) achieves good agreements with experimental band structure

and photoemission spectra while preserving translational symmetry across a range of semiconducting, insu-

lating, and metallic materials. Furthermore, our approach allows quantifying the role of non-local electron

correlation in determining spectral properties of materials and addressing the long-standing debate over the

bandwidth narrowing of metallic sodium.
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INTRODUCTION

Predictive description of material-specific electronic properties in correlated electron systems

remains a significant challenge in computational chemistry and physics [1]. The main reason is the

need for quantitative treatment of electron correlation effects and simulating in the thermodynamic

limit simultaneously. Quantum embedding theories offer a promising route to solve this problem [2],

where a chosen active space of correlated states is embedded in an effective bath and then solved

by high-level many-body theories, while the delocalized environment is described at the level of

mean-field or low-order perturbation theories. For computing dynamical quantities, dynamical

mean-field theory (DMFT) has been the most popular choice, leading to many advances in the

understanding of correlated electron physics in lattice models and real materials [3–5].

Despite its success in treating strong local electron interactions, it is a long-standing challenge

to extend DMFT to accurately capture long-range electron correlation in solids [6]. This capability

is crucial for describing various quantum many-body phenomena, such as the pseudogap phase

and stripe orders in high-temperature cuprate superconductors [7–9]. Cluster extensions in real

(cluster DMFT, CDMFT [10–12]) or reciprocal (DCA and DΓA [13–15]) spaces have been pro-

posed previously, but these formalisms are mostly designed for short-range non-local correlation

effects. Moreover, CDMFT is known to break translational invariance in periodic systems [16]. To

account for band structure and long-range interactions in real materials, density functional theory

(DFT) [17] or many-body perturbation theory (GW ) [18–21] is normally adopted as the low-level

theory for DMFT. Although much progress has been made in traditional DFT+DMFT [5] and

GW+DMFT [22–25] formalisms within the downfolding scheme (Fig. 1a), they do not provide

a truly quantitative ab initio treatment of local and non-local correlation effects due to several

limitations. First, in downfolding-based DMFT, the impurity problem comprises a few strongly

correlated orbitals representing a small low-energy subspace, but DFT/GW+DMFT results could

depend sensitively on the choice and construction of these impurity orbitals [26]. Second, the

derivation of effective impurity interactions and approximation to their frequency dependence often

introduce numerical uncertainties [27]. Third, an approximate double-counting correction scheme

is needed to remove DFT contributions to the self-energy in DFT+DMFT calculations [28, 29].

Finally, the neglect of long-range interactions stronger than those captured by DFT or GW, are

known to yield errors in a variety of settings [30], such as overestimation of 3s bandwidth and poor

satellite prediction for metallic sodium by downfolded self-consistent GW+EDMFT [24].

To avoid downfolding-associated uncontrolled errors, one of us recently developed a full cell
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GW+DMFT formalism [31, 32] (Fig. 1b), where the impurity problem comprises all local orbitals

of atoms within a chosen unit cell or supercell. General bare Coulomb interactions within impurity

orbitals are employed and solved by efficient high-level quantum chemistry solvers [33], removing

the need for downfolding. The full cell embedding formalism in the context of DMFT and density

matrix embedding theory (DMET) [34, 35] has shown promise in simulating challenging many-

body problems at fully ab initio level beyond low-energy models, including the Kondo correlation

in magnetic impurities [36] as well as the parent and superconducting states of cuprates [37, 38].

However, full cell GW+DMFT inevitably inherits certain limitations from cluster DMFT, such

as the breaking of translational invariance. While the impurity space in full cell formalism is

significantly increased, the non-local electron correlation beyond the selected supercell is at best

captured at theGW level (we note, similar issue exists in the self-energy embedding theory [39, 40]).

As a result, systematic convergence of non-local spectral properties towards the full system limit

beyond GW has not been demonstrated.

A common origin of the non-local correlation challenge in DMFT is the non-interacting na-

ture of its bath representation through the hybridization function. Although it is a natural

choice for continuous-time quantum Monte Carlo (CTQMC) solvers [41], the non-interacting bath

parametrization does not fully leverage the power of Hamiltonian-based solvers, such as exact

diagonalization (ED) [42], density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [43, 44], configuration

interaction (CI) [45], and coupled-cluster (CC) theory [33, 46–48], as there is no clear mapping

between the full Hamiltonian and the fictitious bath states. In this work, we build on our full cell

embedding framework to develop a new Green’s function embedding formulation with interacting

bath (Fig. 1c). We propose to project the full interacting Hamiltonian into multiple embedding

spaces. Each embedding space consists of local orbitals of an impurity atom in the unit cell and

systematically expanded bath orbitals, in which two-particle Coulomb interactions between all

embedding orbitals are obtained through projection. This new formulation allows utilizing self-

energy corrections to both impurity and bath states, computed by many-body solvers (CC in this

work), for improving the description of dynamical quantities of the full system. Because we do

not derive bath parameters by fitting the hybridization function, this method is, strictly speak-

ing, no longer DMFT, and we term it interacting-bath dynamical embedding theory (ibDET). We

demonstrate that GW+ibDET predicts accurate band structure and photoemission spectra across

a range of semiconducting (silicon), insulating (2D BN, MgO, SrTiO3), and metallic (sodium)

materials against experiments and theoretical benchmarks. This work offers a new route towards

precise treatment of local and non-local electron correlations in simulating material-specific spectral
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FIG. 1. Illustration of ibDET and previous DMFT formalisms. (a) Usual downfolding-based

DFT/GW+DMFT scheme. (b) Full cell GW+DMFT scheme. (c) Interacting-bath dynamical embed-

ding scheme proposed in this work. In contrast, previous DMFT schemes all employ non-interacting bath

representation. (b) Demonstration of real-space electron density in the embedding problem (impurity is a

single Ti atom here) as the interacting bath is systematically expanded in SrTiO3.

properties of solids.

RESULTS

Interacting-bath dynamical embedding theory. Given a periodic crystal, we start with

a mean-field solution at the Hartree-Fock (HF) or DFT level using crystalline Gaussian atomic

orbitals. To define the impurity problem, we construct the orthogonal atom-centered local orbital

basis employing an intrinsic atomic orbital plus projected atomic orbital (IAO+PAO) scheme [35,

49]. In this work, we choose all local orbitals on a single atom as the impurity and then gradually

expand the bath space by selecting orbitals that entangle most strongly with impurity orbitals from

the environment. To recover the self-energy of the full crystal, multiple embedding problems need

to be formulated, each centered on an impurity atom in the unit cell (e.g., there are two embedding
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problems for boron nitride: B-centered and N-centered).

The key step is then to perform algebraic construction of bath orbitals that allow direct projec-

tion from full Hamiltonian to the embedding space, a strategy that has proven successful in DMET

simulations of ground-state properties [34, 35, 50]. The bath space in ibDET is designed for simu-

lating excited-state properties, with three main components. The first set of bath orbitals BDM is

the same as in DMET, which is derived by a Schmidt decomposition, i.e., using the singular value

decomposition (SVD) of the mean-field off-diagonal one-particle reduced density matrix (1-RDM)

between the impurity and remaining lattice [35]. The role of BDM is to ensure that impurity 1-

RDM is exactly reproduced in the embedding calculation at the mean-field level. The second set of

bath orbitals BGF is obtained by performing SVD of the imaginary part of mean-field off-diagonal

Green’s function g(ωn) on a uniform real-frequency grid, to capture the frequency-dependent entan-

glement between impurity and environment [51], a role similar to that of the hybridization function

in DMFT. To keep the number of BDM and BGF orbitals tractable, we couple bath orbitals only

to valence impurity orbitals (i.e., IAOs) and adopt an additional projection to orthogonalize the

embedding space, which also removes a large number of redundant BGF orbitals that have minimal

overlap with the lattice Hilbert space. As shown in Fig. 1d, BDM and BGF only span a local real

space around the impurity, suggesting they do not capture non-local electron correlation beyond

short range. Thus, we employ a third set of cluster-specific natural bath orbitals BNO inspired by

local correlation methods in quantum chemistry [52], which was introduced to quantum embedding

by Nusspickel and Booth recently [50]. The idea is to select natural orbitals from the environment

that correlate strongly to the existing embedding cluster (I
⊕
BDM

⊕
BGF, where I stands for

the impurity space), enabled by a relatively cheap direct second-order perturbation theory (MP2)

calculation (see Methods for details). BNO can be systematically expanded by incorporating en-

vironmental orbitals with largest orbital entropy, which is crucial for accounting for long-range

electron correlation (see Fig. 1d). In practice, we also include a few extra low-lying conduction

bands into the bath space, since they improve the description of band gaps in semiconductors and

insulators (see SI for details).

The Hamiltonian for each embedding problem is then written as

Hemb =

emb∑
ij

F̃ija
†
iaj +

1

2

emb∑
ijkl

(ij|kl)a†ia
†
kalaj (1)

where (ij|kl) is the general two-particle bare Coulomb interaction matrix defined on all impurity

and bath orbitals, obtained through a projection with rotation matrix R (see Fig. 1c for the
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definition of R). The one-particle interaction matrix is defined as

F̃ij = F emb
ij −

emb∑
kl

γemb
kl [(ij|lk)− 1

2
(ik|lj)]. (2)

Here, F emb is obtained through rotation F emb = R†F fullR, where F full is the Fock matrix of the full

system computed using HF (even when we start from the DFT density), and γemb is the mean-field

density matrix rotated to the embedding space. The HF contribution to the self-energy is exactly

removed from the one-particle interaction matrix, so there is no double counting in ibDET.

Coupled-cluster Green’s function (CCGF) solver at the EOM-CCSD level [33] is adopted to

solve the embedding Hamiltonians (Eq. 1) directly on the real axis. We choose the CCGF solver

because of its good performance for various lattice models and real materials [53–57], as well as

high computational efficiency (can treat more than 200 orbitals). In the meantime, we emphasize

that ibDET can in principle utilize any Hamiltonian-based solvers, such as quantum chemistry

DMRG [44] and selected configuration interaction [58]. The self-energy computed within the em-

bedding space is then rotated back to the full Hilbert space

Σfull,J(ω) = RΣemb,J(ω)R†, (3)

where J means the J-th embedding problem. The self-energy matrices {Σfull,J(ω)} from all em-

bedding calculations are then assembled using a democratic partitioning scheme and Fourier trans-

formed to the momentum space, to obtain the full self-energy of the crystal ΣibDET(k, ω). Similar

to GW+DMFT, ibDET can be combined with the GW theory to capture any small long-range

correlation effects missed by ibDET, and the resulting GW+ibDET self-energy is

ΣGW+ibDET(k, ω) = ΣGW,full(k, ω) + ΣCC,ibDET(k, ω)− ΣGW,ibDET(k, ω), (4)

where ΣGW,full is the GW self-energy of the full system. Different from common DFT+DMFT and

GW+DMFT calculations that require self-consistency, we only discuss the application of one-shot

ibDET in this work.

Convergence of ibDET results towards full system limit. We first demonstrate numerical

convergence of ibDET results on silicon (Si) and two-dimensional hexagonal boron nitride (2D BN),

where full EOM-CCSD benchmarks are available. For Si, GTH-cc-pVTZ basis set [59] and GTH-

HF-rev pseudopotential [60] were employed, together with 4 × 4 × 4 k-point sampling. For 2D

BN, GTH-DZVP basis set [61] and GTH-PADE pseudopotential as well as 6× 6× 1 k-mesh were

adopted. In the case of Si, even for a medium 4× 4× 4 k-mesh, it is not feasible to run full CCSD

and EOM-CCSD calculations, thus we used a composite correction scheme introduced in Ref. [62]
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(b) (c)(a)

FIG. 2. Benchmark of ibDET results against full EOM-CCSD on silicon and 2D BN. (a) Convergence of

GW+ibDET direct and indirect band gaps in silicon (4×4×4 k-mesh) as the number of embedding orbitals

is increased. G0W 0 starting from HF or PBE reference state was used as the low-level theory. (b) DOS

of 2D BN (6 × 6 × 1 k-mesh) obtained from HF+ibDET and GW+ibDET (G0W 0@HF was used as the

low-level theory), compared against full cell HF+DMFT [32] and EOM-CCSD. A broadening factor of 0.2

eV is used. (c) Momentum-resolved DOS of 2D BN at Γ and K points.

to estimate EOM-CCSD band gaps. All calculations were conducted based on the PySCF quantum

chemistry software package [63, 64].

In Fig. 2a, we show the convergence of GW+ibDET predictions of silicon band gaps against the

full system limit (i.e., EOM-CCSD). We choose this small band-gap system because of the long-

range nature of its screened Coulomb interaction, which is particularly challenging for quantum

embedding methods that assume a local self-energy approximation (e.g., DMFT). Although one-

shot G0W 0 approximation on top of GGA (generalized gradient approximation) functionals is

known to predict accurate band structure for Si, this success benefits from error cancellations,

indicated by the large difference between G0W 0@PBE (1.15 eV) and G0W 0@HF (1.86 eV) Γ-X

band gaps. As shown in Fig. 2a, the GW+ibDET predicted band gaps quickly converge to the full

EOM-CCSD limit as the embedding space grows. At around 210 embedding orbitals (less than

6% of the number of orbitals in full system), the GW+ibDET (PBE reference) Γ-X and X-X band

gap errors against EOM-CCSD are both only 0.04 eV. Furthermore, since the long-range electron

correlation is mostly captured by CCGF solver within ibDET, the starting point dependence is

significantly reduced in GW+ibDET from 0.71 eV to 0.08 eV (Γ-X gap) when using PBE vs. HF

reference.
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Next, we show ibDET also predicts accurate photoemission spectrum, using 2D BN as an

example (Fig. 2b). Previous full cell HF+DMFT simulation with a BN unit cell as the impurity

yields accurate band gaps, but the calculated spectrum shape shows some discrepancies (especially

the valence part) [32], an indication of broken translational symmetry. In contrast, the density of

states (DOS) predicted by HF+ibDET (200 orbitals in each embedding space) is in good agreement

with full EOM-CCSD, suggesting the treatment of non-local electron correlation is substantially

improved. The valence spectrum is near perfect, although the band gap is overestimated due

to the large error in HF. GW+ibDET (HF reference), on the other hand, further improves over

HF+ibDET and achieves quantitative agreement with EOM-CCSD over a wide frequency range

(the band gap error is smaller than 0.1 eV). Inspection of the momentum-resolved DOS (Fig. 2c)

demonstrates that the band degeneracy in HF+ibDET and GW+ibDET spectra agrees well with

that in EOM-CCSD, because the translational symmetry is well preserved in ibDET.

MgO and SrTiO3. We then apply GW+ibDET to study two metal oxides (MgO and SrTiO3)

and compare against available experimental measurements. MgO is a weakly correlated insulator

with experimental band gap of 7.98∼8.19 eV [62, 65] (zero-point renormalization corrected), but

it is a challenging system for the GW theory. G0W 0@PBE underestimates the band gap (7.43

eV[20]) while quasiparticle self-consistent GW (QSGW) largely overestimates (9.33 eV[21]). We

performed GW+ibDET (PBE reference) calculation of MgO using all-electron cc-pVTZ basis set

and 6×6×6 k-point sampling, with 230 orbitals in each embedding space. As presented in Table I

and Fig. 3a, GW+ibDET greatly improves over G0W 0@PBE and predicts the band gap to be 8.22

eV, in better agreement with experimental values. We note that our GW+ibDET value is also

consistent with recent EOM-CCSD benchmark on MgO (8.34 eV[62]), and the slight difference is

likely due to different basis sets and treatments of finite size errors.

We next show results for a moderately correlated perovskite-type insulator strontium titanate

(SrTiO3), with experimental indirect band gap of 3.25 eV. Although SrTiO3 has no open-shell 3d

electrons, its lowest conduction bands are dominated by localized Ti-3d orbitals, causing severe

underestimation of the band gap by LDA (local density approximation) and GGA functionals

(e.g., 1.82 eV by PBE as seen in Table I). On the other hand, G0W 0@PBE overestimates the

band gap (3.62 eV), while various self-consistent GW schemes are known to yield even larger

overestimation errors [66, 67]. We conducted GW+ibDET calculations using all-electron def2-

TZVP basis set [68] for Ti, def2-SVP basis set for O, and GTH-DZVP-MOLOPT-SR/GTH-HF-rev

basis/pseudopotential for Sr, with 6× 6× 6 k-mesh. As seen in Table I and Fig. 3b, with around

210 embedding orbitals in each embedding space, GW+ibDET (PBE reference) predicts the R-Γ
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(a) (b)
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FIG. 3. (a) Band structure of MgO computed by GW+ibDET (heat map). G0W0@PBE is shown for

comparison (white dashes). A broadening factor of 0.2 eV is used. (b) Band structure of SrTiO3 computed

by GW+ibDET (heat map). G0W0@PBE is shown for comparison (white dashes). A broadening factor of

0.2 eV is used. (c) Effects of non-3d-orbital vertex corrections to the self-energy (ΣCC −ΣGW) on the total

and momentum-resolved GW+ibDET DOS in SrTiO3. The self-energy corrections are added to all orbitals

(“full”) or only Ti-3d orbitals (“local”).

and Γ-Γ band gaps to be 3.24 eV and 3.74 eV, in excellent agreement with experimental values,

indicating that ibDET provides a balanced description of local and non-local electron correlations

beyond GW. Comparing the G0W 0@PBE and GW+ibDET band structures, we also find that

GW+ibDET predicts broader valence band spectrum due to the shift of O-dominant peaks by

1∼2 eV.

To understand how non-local correlation affects the predicted spectral function of SrTiO3, we

further compare DOS obtained from the normal GW+ibDET calculation versus DOS calculated

with only local self-energy correction (ΣCC − ΣGW) to Ti-3d orbitals (Fig. 3c). We find that, the

total DOS around the Fermi level is not affected much because the main contribution to the lowest

conduction bands comes from local Ti-3d orbitals. However, the positions of O-2p valence peaks

change substantially when the non-3d-orbital vertex corrections to the self-energy are included.

Moreover, even Ti-3d peaks are shifted in momentum-resolved DOS due to hybridization with

other orbitals, as seen in Fig. 3c (R point), which suggests that non-local electron correlation
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captured by ibDET is crucial for achieving a quantitative description of the band structure of

SrTiO3.

TABLE I. Summary of GW+ibDET (PBE reference) results for MgO, SrTiO3 and Na, compared against

PBE, G0W 0@PBE, and experimental values. All values are in eV.

MgO SrTiO3 Na

Γ-Γ X-Γ Γ-Γ R-Γ Bandwidth

Experiment 7.98[65], 8.19[62] 3.75[69] 3.25[69] 2.65[70], 2.78[71]

PBE 4.74 5.92 2.22 1.82 3.41

G0W0@PBE 7.45 8.94 4.03 3.62 3.20

GW+ibDET 8.22 9.74 3.74 3.24 2.84

Metallic sodium. We finally apply ibDET to study metallic sodium (Na), which is tradition-

ally considered as a near-free-electron weakly correlated metal. DFT with LDA or GGA functional

severely overestimates the occupied 3s bandwidth of Na (PBE bandwidth calculated in this work is

3.41 eV) compared to those measured by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) ex-

periments (2.65∼2.78 eV) [70, 71], which leads to long-standing debate over the nature of electron

correlation in Na [24, 72–76]. Adding non-local static exchange in hybrid functionals yields even

worse results [73], indicating that many-body dynamical correlation effects are needed to explain the

bandwidth narrowing. The GW approximation is also insufficient, as one-shot G0W 0 method only

slightly improves over LDA and GGA, for example, our calculated G0W 0@PBE bandwidth is 3.20

eV (3.15 eV from G0W 0@LDA [73]). Single-site DFT+DMFT and self-consistent GW+EDMFT

have also been applied to this problem, where the impurity is a single Na-3s orbital. A good

agreement was obtained by LDA+eDMFT (2.84 eV) in Ref. [73], which resulted in the conclusion

that only local electron correlation within single Na atom needs to be captured beyond DFT for

predicting accurate bandwidth. However, Ref. [24] showed contradictory result (3.2∼3.3 eV, no

improvement over GW ) from GW+EDMFT, which suggested treating Na-Na non-local correlation

beyond GW is important for simulating metallic sodium. Such discrepancy is likely due to the use

of different effective interactions within the downfolding scheme.

We thus apply ibDET, which is free of downfolding and treats significantly larger embedding

space (225 orbitals), to address this puzzle. We note that, the CCGF solver was previously shown to

agree very well with numerically exact DMRG on the spectral function of a small uniform electron

gas model at the relevant Wigner-Seitz radius rs = 4 [72]. Our GW+ibDET (PBE reference)

simulation employed GTH-cc-pVTZ basis set [59] and GTH-HF-rev pseudopotential, as well as
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 4. GW+ibDET results for metallic sodium. A broadening factor of 0.2 eV is used. (a) Band structure

computed by GW+ibDET (heat map), compared against PBE, G0W 0@PBE, and ARPES experiments by

Plummer et al. [70] and Fink et al. [71]. (b) Difference between two photoemission spectra, DOS(“Local”) −

DOS(“Full”) , computed by applying self-energy correction (ΣCC−ΣGW) to the full system (“Full”) or only

to the diagonal block within each Na atom (“Local”). (c) Decay of inter-atomic 3s-3s non-local self-energy

correction (ΣCC − ΣGW) between Na atoms at two frequencies, as the Na-Na distance increases.

8 × 8 × 8 k-point sampling, which corresponds to 4608 electrons (512 valence electrons) in 12800

spatial orbitals. As shown in Fig. 4a, we find that GW+ibDET achieves excellent agreement with

the ARPES spectra [70, 71] and predicts an occupied bandwidth of 2.84 eV (note: the experimental

bandwidth of 2.78 eV is from a more recent ARPES experiment with higher resolution [71]),

significantly better than G0W 0@PBE and PBE.

Now that we have established the accuracy of GW+ibDET, we further analyze the nature

of electron correlation in metallic sodium. Specifically, we ask if the same good bandwidth pre-

diction can be obtained with only local self-energy approximation, by limiting the ΣCC − ΣGW

self-energy correction to the diagonal block of the full self-energy matrix within each Na atom

(this approximation is similar to single-site DFT+DMFT and GW+EDMFT). In Fig. 4b, we find

that, without non-local inter-atomic self-energy correction beyond GW, the bandwidth predicted

by “local” GW+ibDET is 3.11 eV, only slightly improved over G0W 0@PBE (3.20 eV) and much

worse than that predicted by full GW+ibDET (2.84 eV), which reveals the importance of non-local

correlation effects. Furthermore, GW+ibDET allows us to quantify the magnitude of real-space

long-range electron correlation within the sodium supercell. In Fig. 4c, we plot how inter-atomic

3s-3s self-energy correction (ΣCC −ΣGW) changes as the Na-Na atom distance increases, at ω = 0

eV (Fermi level) and ω = −3 eV (around the bandwidth energy level). We find that the real part of
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3s-3s self-energy correction does not decay to zero until 6th nearest neighbour in distance, indicat-

ing the electron correlation is indeed quite delocalized in metallic sodium. Thus, to quantitatively

simulate spectral properties of sodium, we argue it is crucial to account for long-range electron

correlation at a many-body level beyond DFT and GW, as seen in GW+ibDET.

DISCUSSION

We have developed a new Green’s function embedding formulation, interacting-bath dynamical

embedding theory, for capturing local and non-local electron correlations on an equal footing in

quantum many-body simulation of solids. In contrast to conventional DMFT approaches that

derive downfolded impurity problems coupled to non-interacting bath, we systematically expand

the bath space surrounding all local orbitals of impurity atoms without the need for downfolding or

hybridization function fitting, which allows the construction of embedding Hamiltonian with general

bare Coulomb interaction through simple projection. The main strength of this method is that it

avoids uncontrolled errors associated with small impurity subspace and empirical truncations, while

fully leveraging the power of advanced quantum chemistry solvers for treating long-range electron

correlation effects. We have demonstrated that the GW+ibDET approach achieves quantitative

description of spectral properties across a wide range of materials, while preserving the translational

invariance, which conventional cluster DMFT methods fail to do. In particular, ibDET provides a

unique capability to examine the effect of non-local (and even long-range) electron correlation in

determining material-specific electronic properties of correlated electron systems, as illustrated in

the case of metallic sodium. GW+ibDET is thus a promising tool for tackling material problems

in which non-local electron correlation plays a significant role. Moving forward, we hope that the

ibDET approach proposed in this work stimulates further development of DMFT extensions and

other quantum embedding methods beyond local correlation approximation, towards a predictive

many-body toolbox for simulating correlated electron materials.

METHODS

Construction of bath orbitals. In ibDET, mean-field (HF and DFT) and GW calculations

of the full crystal are performed in the k-space. The embedding problem is formulated on a

local orbital (LO) basis in the real space, where the intrinsic atomic orbital plus projected atomic

orbital (IAO+PAO) [35, 49] scheme is used. In this work, all local orbitals on each atom within
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the unit cell are chosen as the impurity, and the bath space is expanded by selecting orbitals that

entangle most strongly with impurity orbitals from the environment. Because calculations are

performed in both k-space and real space, the Fourier transform is utilized to convert quantities

such as density matrix, Green’s function, and self-energy between the two spaces when needed.

The details of the Fourier transform can be found in the SI. A main task in ibDET is to perform

algebraic construction of bath orbitals that allow direct mapping between the full Hilbert space

and the embedding space. Three components are employed to construct the bath orbitals in a

systematically improvable manner.

Firstly, bath orbitals BDM that were originally developed in DMET [35, 77] are computed.

For a chosen impurity, BDM are obtained from the Schmidt decomposition, i.e., the SVD of the

mean-field off-diagonal 1-RDM between the impurity and remaining lattice

γimp,env = BDMΛV † (5)

where γ is the supercell mean-field 1-RDM in the LO basis. The resulting bath orbitals BDM ensure

that the impurity 1-RDM is exactly reproduced in the embedding calculation at the mean-field

level. Also, a property of Schmidt decomposition is that the number of bath orbitals is no more

than the number of impurity orbitals. Furthermore, we choose to only couple BDM (and later

BGF) to the valence impurity orbitals (i.e., IAOs) to reduce the number of bath orbitals, because

we mainly focus on the low-energy physics around the Fermi level.

Secondly, to capture the dynamical (frequency-dependent) entanglement between the impurity

and its environment, we derive bath orbitals BGF to ensure that the one-particle Green’s function

of the impurity is accurately reproduced in the embedding calculation at the mean-field level. Mo-

tivated by the fact that the Green’s function at the static time limit is the 1-RDM γ = lim
τ→0−

G(τ),

we discretize the mean-field Green’s function g(ωn) on a uniform set of real-axis frequency points

{ωn} as the “dynamical” extension to the “static” BDM [51]. Here, the role of BGF is similar to

that of the hybridization function fitting in DMFT. We first calculate the occupied and virtual

parts of the k-space mean-field Green’s function gMO
occ (k, ω) and g

MO
vir (k, ω)

(gMO
occ )mn(k, ω) =δmn

fkm
ω − ϵkm + iη

(6)

(gMO
vir )mn(k, ω) =δmn

(1− fkm)

ω − ϵkm + iη
(7)

where m,n are the molecular orbitals (bands), fkm is the Fermi-Dirac occupation number, ϵkm

is the mean-field molecular orbital energy, and η is a small broadening factor. gMO
occ (k, ω) and
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gMO
vir (k, ω) are then rotated to the LO basis

gLOocc(k, ω) = Ck,MO,LO†gMO
occ (k, ω)C

k,MO,LO (8)

gLOvir (k, ω) = Ck,MO,LO†gMO
vir (k, ω)Ck,MO,LO (9)

where Ck,MO,LO is the transformation matrix from the molecular orbital (MO) basis to the LO

basis. After Fourier transforming gLOocc(k, ω) and gLOvir (k, ω) to the supercell representation in real

space gocc(R, ω) and gvir(R, ω), the occupied and the virtual bath orbitals BGF,occ and BGF,vir

are obtained with the SVD of the imaginary part of the mean-field off-diagonal Green’s functions

(gocc(R, ω) and gvir(R, ω)) between the impurity and remaining lattice

Imgimp,env
occ (ωn) =

[
BGF,occΛV

†
]
(ωn) (10)

Imgimp,env
vir (ωn) =

[
BGF,virΛV

†
]
(ωn) (11)

The bath orbitals BGF are then assembled as

BGF = [BGF,occ(ω1), BGF,vir(ω1), BGF,occ(ω2), BGF,vir(ω2), ...] (12)

We note that, this bath discretization results in a large number of BGF orbitals, while many of them

are redundant. To keep the number of embedding orbitals tractable, we apply a projection step

detailed in a subsection below, to remove the embedding orbitals that overlap minimally with the

original Hilbert space and orthogonalize the embedding space. As shown in Fig. 1d, the embedding

space I
⊕
BDM

⊕
BGF (I is impurity space) spans a local real space around the impurity, which

covers the short- and medium-range electron correlations.

To capture long-range electron correlation within ibDET, we also incorporate the cluster-specific

natural orbitals [50] to expand the existing embedding space I
⊕
BDM

⊕
BGF. As demonstrated

in Ref. 50, the correlated density matrices are constructed in two subspaces to select bath orbitals

with strongest couplings to the embedding space. The first subspace comprises occupied orbitals

from the embedding space and virtual orbitals from the environment, permitting only excitations

from the embedding space to the environment. By diagonalizing the virtual-virtual block of the

correlated density matrix in this subspace, the virtual natural orbitals with dominant correlations

(indicated by the magnitude of orbital entropy, i.e., the extent of fractional occupancy) to the

embedding space are selected. Concurrently, the second subspace includes occupied orbitals from

the environment and virtual orbitals from the embedding space, which leads to the occupied natural

14



orbitals with dominant correlations to the embedding space. This can be illustrated as

emb-occ + env-vir → γvir,vir →BNO,vir (13)

env-occ + emb-vir → γocc,occ →BNO,occ (14)

In this work, we use the direct MP2 [78] approach to construct the correlated density matrix, which

is computationally less demanding and provides similar results compared to full MP2 [79]. The

virtual-virtual and occupied-occupied blocks of the direct MP2 density matrix are

γãb̃ =

emb,occ∑
i

env,vir∑
c̃

tãc̃ii t
c̃b̃
ii (15)

γĩj̃ =2δĩj̃ −
env,occ∑

k̃

emb,vir∑
a

taa
ĩk̃
taa
k̃j̃

(16)

where the direct MP2 amplitudes are tãb̃ii =
(iã|ib̃)

ϵã+ϵb̃−2ϵi
and taa

ĩj̃
=

(̃ia|j̃a)
2ϵa−ϵĩ−ϵj̃

. Here, we use i, j, k for

indexes of occupied orbitals, a, b, c for indexes of virtual orbitals, while the tilde sign above the

index means the orbital is in the environment. The computational scaling of direct MP2 in Eqs. 15

and 16 is O(OembV
3
env) and O(O3

envVemb), where Oemb and Vemb are the numbers of occupied and

virtual orbitals in the embedding space, and Oenv and Venv are the numbers of occupied and virtual

orbitals in the environment. We find that, for each embedding problem, typically 100∼200 BNO

bath orbitals (corresponding to a direct MP2 fractional occupancy threshold of 10−3 ∼ 10−5) are

sufficient to converge GW+ibDET spectral properties close to the full system limit.

In addition to natural bath orbitals obtained from direct MP2, a few (typically 15) low-lying

canonical orbitals (conduction bands) are incorporated into the embedding space, which improves

the description of band gaps in insulators and semiconductors. This is motivated by previous

works showing that natural orbitals derived from configuration interaction singles (CIS) or CIS

with perturbative doubles [CIS(D)] [80, 81] are often needed for describing excited states in local

correlation based methods. As shown in the SI, we find that adding canonical orbitals performs

similarly well as adding CIS or CIS(D) natural orbitals, while keeping the computational cost low.

Combining three components of bath orbitals, the embedding space can be expressed as

I
⊕
BDM

⊕
BGF

⊕
BNO. As shown in Fig. 1d, long-distance components are included to the

final embedding space, which are important for describing the long-range electron correlation.

Reduction of the embedding space. Adding different components of bath orbitals intro-

duced above can result in a large number of embedding orbitals. However, many of these bath

orbitals are not orthogonal to each other and may have a small overlap with the full Hilbert space.
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Therefore, the size of the expanded embedding space can be significantly reduced by projecting

out redundant bath orbitals. We define a projection operator

P̂ = |imp⟩ ⟨imp|+ |bath⟩ ⟨bath| (17)

Then the occupied and virtual orbitals of full Hilbert space are projected onto two subspaces

defined by P̂ , which leads to two overlap matrices

P̂ occ
ij =

〈
ψi|P̂ |ψj

〉
(18)

P̂ vir
ab =

〈
ψa|P̂ |ψb

〉
(19)

By separately diagonalizing the overlap matrices within two distinct subspaces (the magnitude of

eigenvalue λ indicates the extent of overlap), the embedding orbitals are orthonormalized. More-

over, we only keep the embedding orbitals with substantial overlap with the full Hilbert space,

controlled by an eigenvalue threshold λ > 0.01.

Self-energy assembly. In ibDET, the impurity is defined as all local orbitals on each atom

within the unit cell. For a system with Natom atoms in the unit cell, Natom embedding problems

are solved (the embedding problem centered around the I-th impurity atom is denoted as the I-th

embedding calculation). To restore the full-space self-energy Σfull, for the I-th embedding problem,

we rotate the self-energy calculated by impurity solvers from the embedding space Σemb,I(ω) to the

full space Σfull,I(ω) according to Eq. 3. We then use Natom {Σfull,I} to assemble the final ibDET

self-energy Σfull following a democratic partitioning scheme. The diagonal block within each atom

Σfull
II is taken to be the self-energy Σfull,I

II obtained from the I-th embedding calculation, while the

off-diagonal block between the I-th atom and the J-th atom is taken as the average between Σfull,I
IJ

and Σfull,J
IJ from two separate embedding calculations. For example, for a system with a two-atom

unit cell, the full-space self-energy is assembled as

Σfull =

 Σfull,1
11

1
2

(
Σfull,1
12 +Σfull,2

12

)
1
2

(
Σfull,2
21 +Σfull,1

21

)
Σfull,2
22

 (20)

With the assembled self-energy from Eq. 20, the ibDET Green’s function is evaluated through the

Dyson’s equation

G (ω) =
[
g−1 (ω)− Σfull (ω)

]−1
. (21)
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